Developmental and genetic mosaic analysis of Drosophila m-dy mutants: tissue foci for behavioral and morphogenetic defects.
Mutants of the Drosophila miniature-dusky (m-dy) gene complex display morphogenetic phenotypes (miniature or dusky) caused by a change in the size and/or shape of the epidermal cells comprising the adult wing. In addition to a dusky phenotype, certain Andante-type mutants also exhibit lengthened circadian periods for two different behavioral rhythms. If the latter phenotype results from a direct effect on the circadian pacemaker, the Andante function should be required within the brain. In order to define the tissues that require the morphogenetic and behavioral functions, we have carried out a genetic mosaic analysis. This study demonstrates that normal wing morphogenesis is entirely dependent on the genotype of wing cells. Furthermore, temperature-shift experiments with a temperature-sensitive dy mutant indicate that the morphogenetic function is required during adult development, and after the cessation of wing epidermal cell proliferation. At this time in development, a columnar epithelium in the developing wing becomes flattened into the mature wing blade, and we postulate that the cell-size defect of m-dy mutants results from an alteration of this morphogenetic process. In contrast to the wing morphogenesis phenotype, the characterization of locomotor activity in mosaic adults revealed a strong correlation between the head genotype and the Andante circadian-period phenotype. This result indicates that neural tissues mediate the rhythm function. Thus, the behavioral and morphogenetic functions require gene expression in distinct tissues.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)